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TARIQA TIJANIYYA HIERARCHY

By: Imam Muhammad Abdullahi (USA)

Them: "Can you explain the hierarchy in place in the Tijaniyya Order today? Who is the leader? What is a "muqaddim"? What is "tarbiyyah"? How is it different from other Turuq?"

Me: "The hierarchy in the Tariqa Tijaniyya is as follows:

There is only ONE Shaykh and ONE Leader in our Tariqa and that is Mawlana Shaykh Ahmad al-Tijani (ra). Beneath him are:

1. Khulafa (Complete successors; Living embodiments)

2. Shuyukh of three kinds:

A. Shaykh al-Ta’lim (a teacher of the essential knowledge of the Tariqa)

B. Shaykh al-Tarbiyya (a guide through the stations of the spiritual journey of Suluk, from repentance to gnosis)

C. Shaykh al-Tarqiyya (a guide capable of dispensing constant spiritual elevation & expansion in Divine Gnosis)

***Some Shuyukh embody all three***

3. Muqaddams (Authorized Representatives) of two kinds:

A. Muqaddam Mutlaq (unlimited authorization in the Tariqa to dispense all of its litanies & administer its spiritual training or Tarbiyya)

B. Muqaddam Muqayyad (limited authorization with regards to everything mentioned above)
4. Murids (Initiated disciples or those who have received the Tijani Awrad & Adhkar from an authorized person). They are of three types:

A. Tilamidh (Students)
B. Fuqara (Aspirants)
C. As’hab (Companion)

There is a comprehensive breakdown of each of these, but for brevity sake I'll keep it simple.

Tilamidh (Students) are those who may have only taken the Wird but not much else.

Fuqara (Aspirants) are those with the Awrad and other special Adhkar and also Tarbiyya.

As’hab (Companion) are those with all Awrad & Adhkar, as well as Tarbiyya and Tarqiyya (constant spiritual elevation & growth).

Tarbiyya within the Tariqa Tijaniyya is a very unique and mystical form of spiritual training or education, it occurs by the Himma or Spiritual Force of Shaykh Ahmad al-Tijani (ra) and with the appearance of its Fayda or its promised Divine Flood of Gnosis, Tarbiyya is the unique gift of Shaykh al-Islam Alhajj Ibrahim Niasse (ra), who manifest this great Tijani Divine Flood or Spiritual Effusion in the year 1929/30. The Tijani Fayda brings the direct Knowledge of God to all of those connected with it, who receive its Tarbiyya.

The Tariqa Tijaniyya is different from other Turuq in the same way that the Ummah of Prophet Muhammad (saws) is different from others Communities. We belong to the Two Seals: the Seal of the Prophets AND the Seal of the Saints!

This is the short answer. See your Muqaddam or Shaykh for more information.
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SUFI LITERATURE AND PRAYER BOOKS COLLECTION
(AVAILABLE @ PRISTINE SUFISM PRODUCTION/SMILEBAK GLOBAL EMPORIUM)

1. Who is Shaykh Jamiu Bulala (by Ustaz Olanipekun Shittu Tunde)
2. Facts about Sufism by Ismaheel Abdulrauf
3. A Practical Guide on the Wird (Litany) of the Tariqah Faydah Tijaniyyah (The Adherent's Handbook) by Sayyidah Bilqees Bolajoko Grillo at-Tijani
4. Tahniah (Conratulatory Ode) of Shaykh Ibrahim Niasse to the Prophet Muhammad (Part 1) – Selected, Transliterated & Translated by Alhaji Abdul-Quadri Okeneye
5. Sayyidat Rabiat Adawiyat (RA) - (by Sayyid Ahmad Bello As-Suufi Harazimi)

Quality Tasbih/Rosary Available, Call: +2348074393996
WhatsApp: https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=2349078376281

- Majmū’at ad-Dawāwīn (Collection of Eulogy Works) of Shaikh Ibrahim Niasse’ (English translation) available for bulk&single purchase. Call/ WhatsApp +2348034656467 Email: smilebak2004@gmail.com
- Vessel of Spiritual Flood, Translation of Goran Faydah by Shaykh Balarabe Haroon Jega
- Shariah and Haqeeqah: In the Light of the Qur'an and the Prophetic Traditions
- The Icon of Mystics: Shaykh Ibrahim Niasse Al-Kawlakhy
- Rihlat Konakriyah (A trip to Conakry), Shaykh Ibrahim Niasse - (Translation)

Call: +2348074393996
WhatsApp: https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=2349078376281
Email: smilebak2004@gmail.com
1. It'haful muhtaaj bi tarfat al hajj fi salvation alaa saahibi taaj....by Shaikh Abubakar Atiku
2. Majmuu' kutubu thalatha....by Sheikh Aliyyu Harazim (kano).
5. Salat qadaa’i l hawaa’iij....by Sheikh Aliyyu Harazim (kano).
7. Mataalib al abd fii salaat alaa afdal mash’had....by Seyyid Hussein ibn Ilyas al-harazimi.
8. 'Awaad-ida l barakat fi fawaaidul waraqaat min hadrat Mawlana al-Arif billah Shaykh Aliyyu Harazim
9. Jihazu Sarih of Sheu Gibrima
10. Hizbu suwar al manehehi....by Sheu Gibrima
11. Nataj safar....by Sheu Gibrima
12. Ithbaau tazyeel....by Sheu Gibrima
13. Sidratul muntaha....by Sheu Gibrima
14. Tazyeel wa tahaqeeb....by Sheu Gibrima
NEW BOOKS AVAILABLE

1. Sayyida Fatimah Zahara (The Rose): The Beloved Daughter of the Holy Prophet (SAW) - (by Sayyid Ahmad Bello As-Suufi Harazimi)
2. Sheikh Ahmad Tijani and his Spiritual Path (Tariqat) - (by Sayyid Ahmad Bello As-Suufi Harazimi)
4. Selected Prayer Poems (Qasaa'id) of Shaikh Ibrahim Niasse from Kanzul Masun - Arabic, Transliteration & English Translation.
6. Handbook for Every Tijaniyyat - (Compiled by Sayyid Ahmad Bello As-Suufi Harazimi)

Other available books

1. Tafsir al-Jalalayn...warsh
2. Quran...written in warsh style with hausa leather pouch
3. Quran....very old (500 years old) handwritten manuscript...written in warsh with hausa leather pouch

CLASSICAL QUR'ANIC CALLIGRAPHY & MANUSCRIPTS (Available for order)

1. Qur’an (warsh) - Handwritten, with Barnawi/Kanawi calligraphic style (neatly wrapped in a leather skin-bag)
2. Qur’an (warsh) - Handwritten (Over centuries old manuscript, loosely bounded in leather case)
3. Qur’an (warsh) - Electronic print
4. Dalail al-khayrat (warsh) - Electronic print
5. Shifaa of Qadhi Iyadh (warsh) - Electronic print
6. Fii Riyadh Tafsir of Sheikh Ibrahim Niasse (7volumes)
7. Majmu’at at-ta’areef bi Shaikh Ibrahim Niasse (7volumes)

1. Dala'ilu l khairat of Shaikh Sulaiman Jazuli (Arabic text, Translation, Transliteration by Imam Marooph Raji)
2. Hizbu Sayfi & Hizbul Mughni (Arabic text, Translation, Transliteration by Imam Marooph Raji)
3. Hizbul Bahri (Arabic text, Translation, Transliteration by Imam Marooph Raji)
5. Sidratul Muntaha ad-daa'een– ‘Arabic’ (by Muhammad Gibrima)
10. Sirrul Jaleel fii l Khawaas ‘Hasbunallahu wa ni'mal Wakeel (by Shk. Abul Hassan Shadhili)
11. Afdalu Salawaat ala Sayyidi Saadaat – ‘Arabic collection of Salat upon the Prophet’ (Shaikh Yusuf ibn Ismaa'eel an-Nabahani)
13. Ahzab wa Awrad (Litanies) of Shaikh Ahmad Tijani

1. Vessel of Spiritual Flood, Translation of Goran Faydah by Shaykh Balarabe Haroon Jega - (Translated by Khalifah Awwal Baba Taofiq)
2. Rihlat Konakriyah (A trip to Conakry), Shaykh Ibrahim Niasse - (Translated by Khalifah Awwal Baba Taofiq)
3. Shariah and Haqeeqah: In the Light of the Qur'an and the Prophetic Traditions (Compiled by Khalifah Awwal Baba Taofiq)
4. The Icon of Mystics: Shaykh Ibrahim Niasse Al-Kawlakhy (Compiled by Khalifa Awwal Baba Taofiq)
5. Kano Conferences (Majlis Kano) and the khutba titled (Hadiqat al-Anwar fii ma ihtawa alayhi qawaaid al-Islam minal hikam wal asrar) - (Translated by Sayyidah Bilqis Grillo)
6. Katsina and Kaduna Conferences (Jadhibul ahbab ila hadrat Rabbil arbab) and Mecca Conference - (Translated by Sayyidah Bilqis Grillo)
7. A Brief Biography of the Shaykh al-Islam Ibrahim Niasse (Compiled by Sayyidah Bilqis Grillo)
8. Risalat at-Tawbah (Epistle of Repentance) of Shaykh Ibrahim Niyass al-Kawlakhi – (Translation & Commentary by Dr. Razzaq Solagberu)
9. Islamic Law of Inheritance, by Sayyid Ali ibn Abubakar al-Muthanna ibn Abdullah Niasse (Translated by Dr. Sulaiman Shittu)
10. Muassasah Nasr al-’ilm Int. (AAII) Magazines No. 13, 14 & 15 (with Articles like Outline of Life of Sufi Heros & Heroines like Shaikh Ibrahim Niasse, Shaikh Abdus-Salam Oniwiridi Pakata, Shaikh Muhammad Bello Eleha, Shaikh Ahmad Rufs’i Nda Salati, and others...this magazine also features other interesting Articles).
11. Numerous “English” Sufism & Tijaniyyah Tariqah E-books/Journals/Articles (soft copies – in CD)
12. Numerous “Arabic” Sufism & Tijaniyyah Tariqah E-books/Journals/Articles (soft copies – in CD)

To order for copies (of books), contact;
Call: +2348074393996 WhatsApp: https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=2349078376281
Email: smilebak2004@gmail.com
Facebook: Isma'eel Bakare www.facebook.com/Ismaeelbakare

SMILEBAK GLOBAL EMPORIUM
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BOOK YOUR FLIGHTS WITH WASEK TRAVELS

Contact Wasek Travels for your Domestic & International Flights Tickets, Visa Processing & Hotel Reservation.
BBM pin: 55A0CF44 Instagram: @wasektravels
Like us on Facebook: Wasek Travels BBM Channel: C00488390
Mobile No: +2348051999980 WhatsApp: +2348035687599 Email: wasektravels@gmail.com